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Brother Strong Adhesive Tape
Black on Yellow 24mm TZe-S651
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Short Description

Compatible with a wide range of Brother’s P-touch printers, this laminated TZe-S651 labelling tape
cassette is especially versatile thanks to its easy-to-read black on yellow colour – so it comes in useful
around the home, office and in other workplaces.

Key Features

24mm wide, 8m long
High quality genuine Brother cassette
Ensure durable, easily readable results

This genuine Brother TZe-S651 labelling tape cassette is guaranteed to provide you with crisp, sharp and
easily readable labels that last.

The special strong adhesive offers more sticking power to ensure your label stays attached on rough or
uneven surfaces.

Equally handy in the home, office or workplace, this laminated black on yellow TZe-S651 labelling tape
can be used to identify the contents of everything from file folders and shelves to USB flash drives, as
well as cables and other equipment.

These self-adhesive laminated labels have been developed to withstand extremes of temperatures, and
are resistant to chemicals, abrasion, sunlight and submersion in water, making them suitable for both
indoor and outdoor use.

TZe tape cassettes are quick and easy to install, and come in various label widths, colours and materials
- ensuring your P-touch machine meets all your labelling needs.
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Description

Compatible with a wide range of Brother’s P-touch printers, this laminated TZe-S651 labelling tape
cassette is especially versatile thanks to its easy-to-read black on yellow colour – so it comes in useful
around the home, office and in other workplaces.

Key Features

24mm wide, 8m long
High quality genuine Brother cassette
Ensure durable, easily readable results

This genuine Brother TZe-S651 labelling tape cassette is guaranteed to provide you with crisp, sharp and
easily readable labels that last.

The special strong adhesive offers more sticking power to ensure your label stays attached on rough or
uneven surfaces.

Equally handy in the home, office or workplace, this laminated black on yellow TZe-S651 labelling tape
can be used to identify the contents of everything from file folders and shelves to USB flash drives, as
well as cables and other equipment.

These self-adhesive laminated labels have been developed to withstand extremes of temperatures, and
are resistant to chemicals, abrasion, sunlight and submersion in water, making them suitable for both
indoor and outdoor use.

TZe tape cassettes are quick and easy to install, and come in various label widths, colours and materials
- ensuring your P-touch machine meets all your labelling needs.
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